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LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM



XForce, MetaTrader 4/5, 
Other Trading GUI 

Traders, Money Managers, 
Hedge Funds, Broker/Dealers, Banks,

Stock and Futures  Exchanges

Banks and Prime Brokers

FIX, WebSocket, REST APIs Prime of Prime LPs, ECNs

Other API Systems Market Data Providers

Fortex Aggregator,  
Other Bridge Providers

Fortex Bridge Engines, 
Other Bridge Providers

Market Takers Market Makers

REPORTING RISK CONTROL

QUOTE MAKING CONNECTIVITY

AGGREGATION EXECUTION

A transformative integrated SaaS experience meticulously crafted for financial
institutions that unites markets by elevating execution.

XAggregator Features

XAggregator is a robust SaaS platform designed for financial institutions, uniting markets with unparalleled
liquidity aggregation and advanced tools to streamline trading and enhance operational efficiency. It offers
multi-asset liquidity management, versatile trading interfaces, comprehensive risk controls, precise execution,
intuitive account management, seamless connectivity to trading platforms, and robust APIs.

Comprehensive Liquidity Access
Unite 200+ liquidity sources, including top-
tier banks, ECNs, and exchanges, to unlock
boundless trading possibilities.

Real-time Monitoring and Analysis
XAggregator's real-time monitoring and
interactive dashboards make it easy to
oversee actions, manage risk, and optimize
strategies.

Comprehensive Risk Management

MetaTrader 4/5 Integration

Effectively manage risk using XAggregator's
advanced tools, including individual exposure
limits, smart risk handling, and external LP
interactions.

Seamlessly integrate with MetaTrader via
MT4 Bridge and MT5 Gateway for superior
throughput.

Optimized Spreads and Execution
Experience exceptional spreads and precision
execution via our multi-tiered bid/offer
aggregation, setting new benchmarks in
trading confidence.

Multi-asset Classes
Multi-asset support for FX, CFDs, Metals,
Indexes, Commodities, Equities,  NDFs, and
Futures.

Cutting-Edge Trading Interface
Boost trading with our advanced interface for
professionals and institutions, featuring real-
time tracking, customizable layouts, and
advanced tools.

Managed Hosting
Achieve prime trading performance in our
Equinix-hosted environment, featuring LP
cross-connects, ultra-low latency, and a
robust IT infrastructure.

Tailored Execution Models
Empower yourself with flexible execution
models - a-book, b-book, and tailored options.
Customize settings to align with your unique
strategies.

Advanced Routing Rules
Tailor routing rules and markup profiles for
precision based on client needs, symbol traits,
and market conditions.

Liquidity Offering Versatility
Empower liquidity provision with FIX API and
bridge interfaces for serving diverse client
needs.

Seamless Execution Mode Switching
XAggregator enables seamless execution
mode transitions with real-time adjustments,
ensuring continuous operations for efficient
trade flow management.
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MT4/5 Integration
Our platform offers an easy-to-use
interface, allowing traders to focus on
trading.

Liquidity Neutral
We maintain liquidity neutrality, ensuring
impartial access to liquidity without LP
affiliations.

Managed Hosting
Trade from any platform and device.
Whether you prefer desktop, web, or
mobile, XForce is at your fingertips.

Open Platform
Embrace an open platform, facilitating
API connections and seamless third-
party integration.

Advanced Charting
Effortlessly analyze market trends with
advanced charting tools, including built-in
TradingView charts and comprehensive
analysis features.

Tailored Execution Models
Access multiple liquidity sources with our
integrated LP Gateway, saving on bridge
or aggregator expenses.

The XAggregator EcoSystem unites Banks, ECNs, and Liquidity Providers
through elevated liquidity aggregation capabilities and streamlined
operations.

XAggregator EcoSystem

Why XAggregator

Money Center Banks

ECNs

Liquidity Providers
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